
1.1 Algorithms 

Shamir’s secret sharing algorithm [SHAMIR79] provides a mechanism to be able to “divide data D into n 
pieces in such a way that D is easily reconstructable from any k pieces but even complete knowledge of 
k-1 pieces reveals absolutely no information about D. This technique enables the construction of robust 
key management schemes for cryptographic systems that can function securely and reliably even when 
misfortunes destroy half the pieces and security breaches expose all but one of the remaining pieces.”  

This is a threshold secret sharing scheme, and when applied to protection of cryptographic keys, the 
pieces are referred to as either key shares or key splits of the original key. The scheme may be referred 
to as either k-of-n or m-of-n where k or m refers to the minimum number of shares or splits (the threshold) 
required to reassemble the original key and n refers to the total number of shares or splits. 

Shamir’s scheme is based on polynomial interpolation. For interoperable systems the polynomial must be 
specified. The maximum number of shares or splits is determined by the specific polynomial. 

In this specification, we select irreducible polynomials for interpolation over a finite field (Galois field) of 
the order 28 referred to as GF(28) or GF(256). 

Within the finite field we select between one of two polynomials (using the notation from [FIPS197]: 

1. {01} {1B} (283) which is x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 
2. {01} {1D} (285) which is x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 

The first polynomial is used within AES. The second polynomial is used within the RSA BSAFE range of 
SDKs from RSA Security and is included to enable compatibility with the broadest range of applications. 

1.1.1 Field Representation and Mathematical Operations 

For efficient implementation we define (for each polynomial) two tables representing the exponentiation 
function (EXP) and logarithmic function (LOG). The exponentiation function is also be referred to as the 
antilog function (ALOG). The i-th element of each table is denoted as EXP[i] and LOG[i] respectively. 

All bytes in the threshold secret sharing algorithm are interpreted as finite field elements on which 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are defined as follows:  

The addition operation (GF_ADD) takes two elements X and Y returns the bitwise exclusive-or of its 
operands.   

The subtraction operation (GF_SUB) is identical to addition, because the field has characteristic two. 

The multiplication operation (GF_MUL) takes two elements X and Y as input and if X or Y is zero returns 
zero, otherwise returns the value EXP[(LOG[X]+LOG[Y]) modulo 255]. 

The division operation (GF_DIV) takes a dividend X and a divisor Y and computes X divided by Y as if X 
is zero returns zero, if Y is zero returns error condition, otherwise returns the value EXP[(255-LOG[X]-
LOG[Y]) modulo 255].  

The exponentiation operation of raising X to the power of i denoted by Xi returns X multiplied by itself i 
times using GF_MUL. 

The sum operation (GF_SUM) takes i elements and adds them together using GF_ADD. 

The product operation (GF_PRODUCT) takes i elements and multiplies them together using GF_MUL 

For the specific values for the EXP and LOG tables for a given polynomial refer to Appendix A. 

1.1.2 Create Shares 

Creating shares is performed by applying a function f_X_A that takes a byte X of input and an array A of 
m bytes and performs a GF_SUM over the array calculating GF_PRODUCT( A[i] , Xi ).  

n = number of shares to be created 

m = the threshold of shares required to be recombined to form the secret   

 



1. for each share sIndex 1 to n 
a. For select a distinct share identifier in the range 1 … 255 

shareIdentifier[sIndex] = distinct value  
or 
shareIdentifier[sIndex] = sIndex 

2. for each byte of the secret dataIndex 1 … length(secret)  
a. create an array of bytes A of length of m that contains secret[dataIndex] followed by m-1 

bytes of random data suitable for generating cryptographic keys 
b. for each share sIndex 1 to n 

i. share[sIndex][dataIndex] = f_X_A(shareIdentifier[sIndex],A)  
 

Note: each share identifier must be distinct within the set of share identifiers and non-zero and may be 
the same as the share index. 

1.1.3 Recombine Shares 

Recombining the shares requires m of the shares to be provided. If more than m shares are provided a 
subset of m of the shares is selected. The method used for selecting which shares to use is arbitrary. 

The recombining is performed by applying two functions in combination. The first function L_i_U performs 
the ith Lagrange function evaluated at zero by taking an array of bytes U and performing a GF_PRODUCT 
over the array calculating GF_DIV(U[j], GF_ADD(U[j] +U[i])) for each byte in U excluding the ith byte.  
The second function I_U_V performs a GF_SUM over two arrays performing a GF_MUL(L_i_U(i,U),V[i]). 

1. for each share sIndex 1 to m 
a.  U[sIndex] = shareIdentifier[sIndex] 

2. for each byte of the share dataIndex 1 … length(share)  
a. for each share tIndex 1 to m 

i. V[tIndex] = share[tIndex][dataIndex] 
b. secret[dataIndex] = I_U_V(U,V) 
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Appendix A. Constants 

The following EXP and LOG tables are used for each defined polynomial. 

1.1 Polynomial 1 

For {01} {1B} (283) which is x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 the following tables apply. 

1.1.1 LOG 

0x00,0xff,0x19,0x01,0x32,0x02,0x1a,0xc6, 

0x4b,0xc7,0x1b,0x68,0x33,0xee,0xdf,0x03, 

0x64,0x04,0xe0,0x0e,0x34,0x8d,0x81,0xef, 

0x4c,0x71,0x08,0xc8,0xf8,0x69,0x1c,0xc1, 

0x7d,0xc2,0x1d,0xb5,0xf9,0xb9,0x27,0x6a, 

0x4d,0xe4,0xa6,0x72,0x9a,0xc9,0x09,0x78, 

0x65,0x2f,0x8a,0x05,0x21,0x0f,0xe1,0x24, 

0x12,0xf0,0x82,0x45,0x35,0x93,0xda,0x8e, 

0x96,0x8f,0xdb,0xbd,0x36,0xd0,0xce,0x94, 

0x13,0x5c,0xd2,0xf1,0x40,0x46,0x83,0x38, 

0x66,0xdd,0xfd,0x30,0xbf,0x06,0x8b,0x62, 

0xb3,0x25,0xe2,0x98,0x22,0x88,0x91,0x10, 

0x7e,0x6e,0x48,0xc3,0xa3,0xb6,0x1e,0x42, 

0x3a,0x6b,0x28,0x54,0xfa,0x85,0x3d,0xba, 

0x2b,0x79,0x0a,0x15,0x9b,0x9f,0x5e,0xca, 

0x4e,0xd4,0xac,0xe5,0xf3,0x73,0xa7,0x57, 

0xaf,0x58,0xa8,0x50,0xf4,0xea,0xd6,0x74, 

0x4f,0xae,0xe9,0xd5,0xe7,0xe6,0xad,0xe8, 

0x2c,0xd7,0x75,0x7a,0xeb,0x16,0x0b,0xf5, 

0x59,0xcb,0x5f,0xb0,0x9c,0xa9,0x51,0xa0, 

0x7f,0x0c,0xf6,0x6f,0x17,0xc4,0x49,0xec, 

0xd8,0x43,0x1f,0x2d,0xa4,0x76,0x7b,0xb7, 

0xcc,0xbb,0x3e,0x5a,0xfb,0x60,0xb1,0x86, 

0x3b,0x52,0xa1,0x6c,0xaa,0x55,0x29,0x9d, 

0x97,0xb2,0x87,0x90,0x61,0xbe,0xdc,0xfc, 

0xbc,0x95,0xcf,0xcd,0x37,0x3f,0x5b,0xd1, 

0x53,0x39,0x84,0x3c,0x41,0xa2,0x6d,0x47, 

0x14,0x2a,0x9e,0x5d,0x56,0xf2,0xd3,0xab, 

0x44,0x11,0x92,0xd9,0x23,0x20,0x2e,0x89, 

0xb4,0x7c,0xb8,0x26,0x77,0x99,0xe3,0xa5, 

0x67,0x4a,0xed,0xde,0xc5,0x31,0xfe,0x18, 

0x0d,0x63,0x8c,0x80,0xc0,0xf7,0x70,0x07 

1.1.2 EXP 

0x01,0x03,0x05,0x0f,0x11,0x33,0x55,0xff, 

0x1a,0x2e,0x72,0x96,0xa1,0xf8,0x13,0x35, 

0x5f,0xe1,0x38,0x48,0xd8,0x73,0x95,0xa4, 

0xf7,0x02,0x06,0x0a,0x1e,0x22,0x66,0xaa, 

0xe5,0x34,0x5c,0xe4,0x37,0x59,0xeb,0x26, 



0x6a,0xbe,0xd9,0x70,0x90,0xab,0xe6,0x31, 

0x53,0xf5,0x04,0x0c,0x14,0x3c,0x44,0xcc, 

0x4f,0xd1,0x68,0xb8,0xd3,0x6e,0xb2,0xcd, 

0x4c,0xd4,0x67,0xa9,0xe0,0x3b,0x4d,0xd7, 

0x62,0xa6,0xf1,0x08,0x18,0x28,0x78,0x88, 

0x83,0x9e,0xb9,0xd0,0x6b,0xbd,0xdc,0x7f, 

0x81,0x98,0xb3,0xce,0x49,0xdb,0x76,0x9a, 

0xb5,0xc4,0x57,0xf9,0x10,0x30,0x50,0xf0, 

0x0b,0x1d,0x27,0x69,0xbb,0xd6,0x61,0xa3, 

0xfe,0x19,0x2b,0x7d,0x87,0x92,0xad,0xec, 

0x2f,0x71,0x93,0xae,0xe9,0x20,0x60,0xa0, 

0xfb,0x16,0x3a,0x4e,0xd2,0x6d,0xb7,0xc2, 

0x5d,0xe7,0x32,0x56,0xfa,0x15,0x3f,0x41, 

0xc3,0x5e,0xe2,0x3d,0x47,0xc9,0x40,0xc0, 

0x5b,0xed,0x2c,0x74,0x9c,0xbf,0xda,0x75, 

0x9f,0xba,0xd5,0x64,0xac,0xef,0x2a,0x7e, 

0x82,0x9d,0xbc,0xdf,0x7a,0x8e,0x89,0x80, 

0x9b,0xb6,0xc1,0x58,0xe8,0x23,0x65,0xaf, 

0xea,0x25,0x6f,0xb1,0xc8,0x43,0xc5,0x54, 

0xfc,0x1f,0x21,0x63,0xa5,0xf4,0x07,0x09, 

0x1b,0x2d,0x77,0x99,0xb0,0xcb,0x46,0xca, 

0x45,0xcf,0x4a,0xde,0x79,0x8b,0x86,0x91, 

0xa8,0xe3,0x3e,0x42,0xc6,0x51,0xf3,0x0e, 

0x12,0x36,0x5a,0xee,0x29,0x7b,0x8d,0x8c, 

0x8f,0x8a,0x85,0x94,0xa7,0xf2,0x0d,0x17, 

0x39,0x4b,0xdd,0x7c,0x84,0x97,0xa2,0xfd, 

0x1c,0x24,0x6c,0xb4,0xc7,0x52,0xf6,0x01 

1.2 Polynomial 2 

For {01} {1D} (285) which is x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 the following tables apply. 

1.2.1 LOG 

0xff,0x00,0x01,0x19,0x02,0x32,0x1a,0xc6, 

0x03,0xdf,0x33,0xee,0x1b,0x68,0xc7,0x4b, 

0x04,0x64,0xe0,0x0e,0x34,0x8d,0xef,0x81, 

0x1c,0xc1,0x69,0xf8,0xc8,0x08,0x4c,0x71, 

0x05,0x8a,0x65,0x2f,0xe1,0x24,0x0f,0x21, 

0x35,0x93,0x8e,0xda,0xf0,0x12,0x82,0x45, 

0x1d,0xb5,0xc2,0x7d,0x6a,0x27,0xf9,0xb9, 

0xc9,0x9a,0x09,0x78,0x4d,0xe4,0x72,0xa6, 

0x06,0xbf,0x8b,0x62,0x66,0xdd,0x30,0xfd, 

0xe2,0x98,0x25,0xb3,0x10,0x91,0x22,0x88, 

0x36,0xd0,0x94,0xce,0x8f,0x96,0xdb,0xbd, 

0xf1,0xd2,0x13,0x5c,0x83,0x38,0x46,0x40, 

0x1e,0x42,0xb6,0xa3,0xc3,0x48,0x7e,0x6e, 

0x6b,0x3a,0x28,0x54,0xfa,0x85,0xba,0x3d, 

0xca,0x5e,0x9b,0x9f,0x0a,0x15,0x79,0x2b, 

0x4e,0xd4,0xe5,0xac,0x73,0xf3,0xa7,0x57, 

0x07,0x70,0xc0,0xf7,0x8c,0x80,0x63,0x0d, 



0x67,0x4a,0xde,0xed,0x31,0xc5,0xfe,0x18, 

0xe3,0xa5,0x99,0x77,0x26,0xb8,0xb4,0x7c, 

0x11,0x44,0x92,0xd9,0x23,0x20,0x89,0x2e, 

0x37,0x3f,0xd1,0x5b,0x95,0xbc,0xcf,0xcd, 

0x90,0x87,0x97,0xb2,0xdc,0xfc,0xbe,0x61, 

0xf2,0x56,0xd3,0xab,0x14,0x2a,0x5d,0x9e, 

0x84,0x3c,0x39,0x53,0x47,0x6d,0x41,0xa2, 

0x1f,0x2d,0x43,0xd8,0xb7,0x7b,0xa4,0x76, 

0xc4,0x17,0x49,0xec,0x7f,0x0c,0x6f,0xf6, 

0x6c,0xa1,0x3b,0x52,0x29,0x9d,0x55,0xaa, 

0xfb,0x60,0x86,0xb1,0xbb,0xcc,0x3e,0x5a, 

0xcb,0x59,0x5f,0xb0,0x9c,0xa9,0xa0,0x51, 

0x0b,0xf5,0x16,0xeb,0x7a,0x75,0x2c,0xd7, 

0x4f,0xae,0xd5,0xe9,0xe6,0xe7,0xad,0xe8, 

0x74,0xd6,0xf4,0xea,0xa8,0x50,0x58,0xaf 

1.2.2 EXP 

0x01,0x02,0x04,0x08,0x10,0x20,0x40,0x80, 

0x1d,0x3a,0x74,0xe8,0xcd,0x87,0x13,0x26, 

0x4c,0x98,0x2d,0x5a,0xb4,0x75,0xea,0xc9, 

0x8f,0x03,0x06,0x0c,0x18,0x30,0x60,0xc0, 

0x9d,0x27,0x4e,0x9c,0x25,0x4a,0x94,0x35, 

0x6a,0xd4,0xb5,0x77,0xee,0xc1,0x9f,0x23, 

0x46,0x8c,0x05,0x0a,0x14,0x28,0x50,0xa0, 

0x5d,0xba,0x69,0xd2,0xb9,0x6f,0xde,0xa1, 

0x5f,0xbe,0x61,0xc2,0x99,0x2f,0x5e,0xbc, 

0x65,0xca,0x89,0x0f,0x1e,0x3c,0x78,0xf0, 

0xfd,0xe7,0xd3,0xbb,0x6b,0xd6,0xb1,0x7f, 

0xfe,0xe1,0xdf,0xa3,0x5b,0xb6,0x71,0xe2, 

0xd9,0xaf,0x43,0x86,0x11,0x22,0x44,0x88, 

0x0d,0x1a,0x34,0x68,0xd0,0xbd,0x67,0xce, 

0x81,0x1f,0x3e,0x7c,0xf8,0xed,0xc7,0x93, 

0x3b,0x76,0xec,0xc5,0x97,0x33,0x66,0xcc, 

0x85,0x17,0x2e,0x5c,0xb8,0x6d,0xda,0xa9, 

0x4f,0x9e,0x21,0x42,0x84,0x15,0x2a,0x54, 

0xa8,0x4d,0x9a,0x29,0x52,0xa4,0x55,0xaa, 

0x49,0x92,0x39,0x72,0xe4,0xd5,0xb7,0x73, 

0xe6,0xd1,0xbf,0x63,0xc6,0x91,0x3f,0x7e, 

0xfc,0xe5,0xd7,0xb3,0x7b,0xf6,0xf1,0xff, 

0xe3,0xdb,0xab,0x4b,0x96,0x31,0x62,0xc4, 

0x95,0x37,0x6e,0xdc,0xa5,0x57,0xae,0x41, 

0x82,0x19,0x32,0x64,0xc8,0x8d,0x07,0x0e, 

0x1c,0x38,0x70,0xe0,0xdd,0xa7,0x53,0xa6, 

0x51,0xa2,0x59,0xb2,0x79,0xf2,0xf9,0xef, 

0xc3,0x9b,0x2b,0x56,0xac,0x45,0x8a,0x09, 

0x12,0x24,0x48,0x90,0x3d,0x7a,0xf4,0xf5, 

0xf7,0xf3,0xfb,0xeb,0xcb,0x8b,0x0b,0x16, 

0x2c,0x58,0xb0,0x7d,0xfa,0xe9,0xcf,0x83, 

0x1b,0x36,0x6c,0xd8,0xad,0x47,0x8e,0x01 



Appendix B. Test Vectors 

The following test vectors are defined for each defined polynomial. 

1.1 Polynomial 1 

For {01} {1B} (283) which is x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 the following tests apply. 

1.1.1 Test Vectors 

secret=7465737400 

m=2 

n=2 

random=A87B3491B58BE31DBA42 

split1=DC1E47E5B5 

split2=3F931B4D71 

 

secret=53414D5443 

m=2 

n=4 

random=395D396C87CE75528C6691C7C0BF233AE7C96F8B 

split1=6A1C7438C4 

split2=21FB3F8C56 

split3=18A606E0D1 

split4=B72EA9FF69 

 

secret=53414D5443 

m=3 

n=4 

random=273A1A28AB9979BC06377C48595FF88195C2FB50 

split1=4E737F9172 

split2=F5D5526093 

split3=E8E760A5A2 

split4=429F849E06 

 

secret=53414D5443 

m=4 

n=4 

random=1A224C1EE9760A73A09D05774434672361D9ADF5 

split1=27C094BB54 

split2=B969F9F40E 

split3=7EC7CD3250 

split4=ABAF81828D 



 

secret=546573742044617461 

m=2 

n=9 

random=7FB4E8581EB75DC9453FE7837DDC3036F50347B820B85C88059274BA279E5EF11DF69B

841F9A2636C7AA3613EED2B8C94F8C12A3C0D99603BFA9CB7B7CFDF81927B1E01B162ACF119BD

E67FE7A6C9BDC7F 

split1=2BD19B2C3EF33CBD24 

split2=AA16B8C41C31DBFDEB 

split3=D5A2509C02868634AE 

split4=B383FE0F58AE0E7D6E 

split5=CC371657461953B42B 

split6=4DF035BF64DBB4F4E4 

split7=3244DDE77A6CE93DA1 

split8=81B27282D08BBF667F 

split9=FE069ADACE3CE2AF3A 

 

secret=0102030405060708090A0B0C0D0E0F 

m=3 

n=5 

random=EC96740540B3E1FC9A914F6E5F7CCA51DB723202C9B881004F66A28071974F36070E5A

77DA6F79355B5A3D9CB932DE31B247766B3F30E002FBFE9B415708F9811DE4C1011F13291AFF4

1D4 

split1=7B73F0190E272493A03A7A8D242CE9 

split2=ACFE7900583B52D877665415106787 

split3=D68F8A1D531A7143DE562594394561 

split4=3F99DDF4889BE16A29E2773E106863 

split5=45E82EE983BAC2F180D206BF394A85 

1.2 Polynomial 2 

For {01} {1D} (285) which is x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 the following tests apply. 

1.2.1 Test Vectors 

secret=7465737400 

m=2 

n=2 

random=F3C23381F59F58B39A8B 

split1=87A740F5F5 

split2=8FFC156BF7 

 

secret=53414D5443 

m=2 

n=4 



random=207608930C013A33DD325324F583054DD8A0C03D 

split1=733745C74F 

split2=13AD5D6F5B 

split3=33DB55FC57 

split4=D3846D2273 

 

secret=53414D5443 

m=3 

n=4 

random=8C1592625C4AAF5341452253A3FBD2E791EFF389 

split1=CAB15BA847 

split2=02EDC046C8 

split3=9B1DD6BACC 

split4=145DF48B7E 

 

secret=53414D5443 

m=4 

n=4 

random=72B0883C96B9CBB9CBB28266F379FA4B7501A26A 

split1=1952F40233 

split2=79FA0E08C2 

split3=2458371794 

split4=F445A9D607 

 

secret=546573742044617461 

m=2 

n=9 

random=AFFD2B0BFA3433639CE8ECCEEA27F21AA5C1F562D2E090F2B7E7DFD62F0C48A82ADC79

876594E020D2499F6049A551D68ED675EF05557EC8FB0C87DFCE4673299A877269B8879F322DE

8F25A9A283C9DCE 

split1=FB98587FDA705217FD 

split2=17822562C92C07B244 

split3=B87F0E69331834D1D8 

split4=D2B6DF58EF94ADE52B 

split5=7D4BF45315A09E86B7 

split6=9151894E06FCCB230E 

split7=3EACA245FCC8F84092 

split8=45DE362CA3F9E44BF5 

split9=EA231D2759CDD72869 

 

secret=0102030405060708090A0B0C0D0E0F 

m=3 

n=5 



random=024A89AC968C986577FEB024116B94F654DDDE209C3CC3E448884D31F8C8D8A8074C8B

900B062AF42C857A6D4EB2BAC11F33BB92C8A74A1FE20C2F550E902F405B43C0E8E22E4CA91B7

D55 

split1=492719F98C927D6A80F4AB2BCD723F 

split2=308738A034EB94C2F22BDE208750E5 

split3=78A2225DBD7FEEA07BD57E07472CD5 

split4=DD0E49409F86BDB9156FA6C15810D4 

split5=952B53BD1612C7DB9C9106E6986CE4 


